PERMISSION TO PARTICIPATE IN SWIMMING AND WADING ACTIVITIES

Licensing standards at 8VAC20-800-660 require:

- A parent’s written permission before a child participates in swimming or wading activities;
- A parent’s written statement advising of the child’s swimming skills before the child is allowed in water above the child’s shoulder height; and
- When one or more children are in water more than 2 feet deep -
  - At least 2 caregivers to be present and able to supervise the children; and
  - An individual (may be one of the caregivers) currently certified trained in basic water rescue, lifeguarding, or water safety.

My child is a:  □ Swimmer    □ Non-swimmer

Other Information on Child's Swimming Skills (if applicable):

I give permission for my child to participate in swimming/wading activities: ________________________________

______________________________________________                  Date of Permission
                      Parent’s Signature                     (valid for one year)